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spring and more of calm as opposed to stormy seas, than
you allow—tho' of course you and Byron are right in
emphasizing his general leaning to the sterner aspects of
nature and man and life.
.. . I hear to-day that poor Mrs. Williams* is not likely
to live very long. There were some fine tributes paid to
A.W. in the Swindon paper. He was one of the finest
men I have known ...
P.S. I always feel that the plain hedges and fields of
Norfolk and the rest are full of Cowper and Crabbe and
Crome. I hear their voices in every lane—do you remem-
ber—" unnumbered cottages and farms Which have for
musing minds unnumbered charms/'
Friendly Green,a
To Walter Crum	Cowden, Eden Bridge
Kent
August i, 1930
. . . We must meet in the autumn, and if Snowden's
robberies and the diminished dividends from which he
robs allow us to afford luncheon, we will have one to-
gether.
We have been here since June n, but till my
operation I was too often in London and have done little
reading. How I sympathize with what you say about the
sh^me of an Englishman to find himself represented
abroad by the Paris DM.—the vilest rag ever printed, to
judge by the few specimens I have seenT And as you say
the Temps (and Debats) has excellent articles. I was
amused at what you said of La Belle Hetene. Soon no
one will recogjnize an allusion to classical story any more
than (I am told) they now do a Biblical allusion at a
public meeting. But I lectured (by request) on the Bible
to the teachers—and I am bound to admit I have never
* Widow of Alfred Williams, the Wiltshire poet.
2 A, house in Kent which we had taken for that summer.

